
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Best Kept Secrets - Clip Project 

When highlighting the EPLAN solution, it becomes evident that the basic package already comes with a solid set of 

features. A tool like Clip Project paired with EPLAN can earn high praises from its users, making it one of those solid 

features that produces high return when time is invested to do a proper set up. 

Having gotten familiar with the functionalities of Clip Project features, some Canadian manufacturers have reaped the 

benefits that come with the advantages of having automated custom label production and printing. This immediately 

allows them to solve several pain points for employees that are used to working with competing software.  

EPLAN is feature-rich, smarter and more stable  
The Electrical Engineering Manager of a Canadian labelling company explained they were able to revamp their parts 

ordering process, by leading with the design in EPLAN before exporting the error-free bill of material to the ERP system 

for ordering. By starting the project in EPLAN instead of their ERP system, they save hours in design and have seen a 

dramatic drop in error with their bill of material and issues with their wire lists. 

By leveraging Clip Project along with Phoenix Contact equipment for printing tags and labels, they have made efficiency 

gains at no additional cost. Thanks to the exceptional synergy between EPLAN and Phoenix Contact, they can easily 

export their data to the Phoenix printer and generate proper labels at scale.  

Productivity is the result of efficiency 

These are the types of transformational changes that allows a company to grow and expand the right way. Imagine 

being able to hire a new EPLAN designer with the expectation to dramatically increase the number of new machines you 

can produce. The label company in this example used to take 6-7 months to bring 1 machine from design to production. 

But now, with the new hire and the time savings in wiring and labeling their panels, they can ramp up production to 4-6 

machines per year. 

Better productivity has become the direct result of the efficiency gains they have made using standard tools from their 

EPLAN Electric P8 license, including Clip Project. Find out what EPLAN solution works best for your needs and how it can 

contribute to your company’s success.  


